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MPEG-4 (with a formal ISO/IEC designation ISO/IEC 14496) standardization was initiated in 1994 to address the requirements of the rapidly converging telecommunication, computer, and TV/film industries. MPEG-4 had a mandate to standardize algorithms for audiovisual coding in multimedia applications, digital television, interactive graphics, and interactive multimedia applications. The functionalities of MPEG-4 cover content-based interactivity, universal access, and compression, and a brief summary of these is provided in Table 1.1. MPEG-4 was finalized in October 1998 and became an international standard in the early months of 1999.

The technologies developed during MPEG-4 standardization, leading to its current use especially in multimedia streaming systems and interactive applications, go significantly beyond the pure compression efficiency paradigm [1] under which MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 were developed. MPEG-4 was the first major attempt within the research community to examine object-based coding, i.e., decomposing a video scene into multiple arbitrarily shaped objects, and coding these objects separately and efficiently. This new approach enabled several additional functionalities such as region of interest coding, adapting, adding or deleting objects in the scene, etc., besides also having the potential to improve the coding efficiency. Furthermore, right from the outset,MPEG-4 was designed to enable universal access, covering a wide range of target bit-rates and receiver devices. Hence, an important aim of the standard was providing novel algorithms for scalability and error resilience. In this book, we use MPEG-41 as the backdrop to describe the underlying principles and concepts behind some of these new technologies that continue to have significant impact in video coding and transmission applications.
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Programming Python, Second Edition with CDO'Reilly, 2001
Programming Python focuses on advanced applications of Python. Endorsed by Python creator Guido van Rossum, it demonstrates advanced Python techniques, and addresses software design issues such as reusability and object-oriented programming. The enclosed platform-neutral CD-ROM has book examples and various...
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Finite Element Method Using MATLAB (Mechanical Engineering)CRC Press, 1996

	The finite element method (FEM) has become one of the most important and useful tools for scientists and engineers. This new book features the use of MATLAB to present introductory and advanced finite element theories and formulations. MATLAB is especially convenient to write and understand finite element analysis programs because a MATLAB...
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Formal Models of Operating System KernelsSpringer, 2006
The work that this book represents is something I have wanted to do since 1979. While in Ireland, probably in 2001, I sketched some parts of a small operating system specification in Z but left it because of other duties. In 2002, I worked on the sketches again but was interrupted. Finally, in April, 2005, I decided to devote some time to it and...
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Total Workday Control Using Microsoft OutlookNew Society Publishers, 2011

	In this new third edition, Linenberger updates his longtime #1 bestselling Outlook book to include Microsoft's new version 2010 release and the new Outlook for Mac 2011. Outlook 2007 and 2003 are also covered. This seminal guide presents the author's best practices of time, task, and e-mail management, drawing from time management...
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Microsoft Project 2016 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2016

	The quick way to learn Microsoft Project 2016!This is learning made easy. Get more done quickly with Project 2016. Jump in wherever you need answers–brisk lessons and colorful screenshots show you exactly what to do, step by step.

	
		Quickly start a new plan, build task lists, and assign resources
	...
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The Mathematics of Combustion (Frontiers in Applied Mathematics)SIAM, 1987
This book delves into the rapidly changing area of combustion, in which asymptotic methods and bifurcation theory have made a significant impact as have the constant-density, small-heat-release models and other important contributions.

This is the second volume in the SIAM series Frontiers in Applied Mathematics. This continuing series...
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